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Abstract—Shape expressions (SEs) is a novel specification
language that was recently introduced to express behavioral
patterns over real-valued signals observed during the execution
of cyber-physical systems. A shape expression is a regular
expression composed of arbitrary parameterized shapes such
as lines, exponential curves, and sinusoids as atomic symbols
with symbolic constraints on the shape parameters. SEs enable a
natural and intuitive specification of complex temporal patterns
over possibly noisy data. In this paper, we propose a novel method
for mining a broad and interesting fragment of SEs from time-
series data using a combination of techniques from linear regres-
sion, unsupervised clustering and learning finite automata from
positive examples. The learned SE for a given dataset provides an
explainable and intuitive model of the observed system behavior.
We demonstrate the applicability of our approach on two case
studies from different application domains and experimentally
evaluate the implemented specification mining procedure.

I. INTRODUCTION

From self-driving cars and service robots to the rapidly pro-
liferating Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices [1], cyber-physical
systems (CPS) are becoming pervasive in every aspect of our
daily life. CPS applications embed computational units with
physical entities such as sensors and actuators designed to
tightly interact with some physical component or the real-
world environment. With the recent strides in artificial intel-
ligence and machine learning, CPS applications are evolving
to be tremendously complex systems that can operate (au-
tonomously) in sophisticated and unpredictable environments.

It is common in CPS applications to use many different
kinds of sensors and monitors to gather time-series data
about various aspects of the application’s operation. This
includes data about the device’s environment, its internal
system variables, or physical characteristics of the device (such
as power, speed, temperature). A quandary facing many of the
application developers is that there is a veritable deluge of
gathered data in these systems, and designers are struggling
to analyze, utilize and characterize the gathered data. One
solution is to consider the vast literature on time-series analysis
in the machine learning community. In the context of (unsu-
pervised) learning, most of the work in the ML community
focuses on identifying distance metrics on time-series data that
enable effective clustering algorithms [2], [3], or identifying
features from the data itself [4], [5], [6]. Most ML techniques
however suffer from lack of interpretability: for example
it is almost impossible to relate the computations performed
by successive layers of deep neural networks to the humanly
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comprehensible reasoning steps. In the last years, several
papers [7], [8], [9], [10] have highlighted the need to reconcile
ML techniques with symbolic AI such as logic and formal
languages to complement and to address this shortcoming.
Symbolic representations benefit of their declarative nature.
They are re-usable, data-efficient and compositional. They
provide an high-level and abstract framework that facilitates
generalisation. Furthermore, since they are language-like, they
are verifiable and generally closer to the human understanding.

One of the goals of this paper is similar to that of ML
methods: to extract information from data. However, the
specific usage scenarios that we discuss in this paper require
information mining techniques that result in structured artifacts
that are interpretable, by the human or by the machine. Con-
sider the problems of mining temporal and logical information
about a particular system variable or a physical quantity (i.e.
the specification mining problem), the problem of mining the
temporal and logical conditions on environment signals that
ensures correct system behavior (i.e. the assumption mining
problem), or the problem of automatically mining logical
patterns from data (i.e. the explainable clustering problem).
In each of these applications, explainability has a high value.

Our research hypothesis in this paper is that the recently
developed language of Shape Expressions (SEs) [11] is an
explainable and interpretable formalism to perform effective
mining from a time-series dataset. SEs essentially allow us to
express mean behaviors in the presence of noise. We validate
our research hypothesis by developing a new procedure for
mining shape expressions from (positive examples of) time-
series data. In the CPS context, each time-series datum is a
sequence of time-value pairs encoding system behaviors or a
discrete-time trace of the value of a particular system variable
(e.g. sensor output, actuator input, state variable, etc.). Given a
set of such time-series data, our specification mining procedure
performs three main steps:
1) Segmentation: this step transforms each time-series da-
tum into a (minimal) sequence of linear segments that can
optimally approximate the original data within a given er-
ror threshold. The algorithm to accomplish this combines
linear regression with a recursive procedure to create such
a piecewise-linear (PWL) sequence, where for each inferred
piece, we learn the parameters: slope, offset and duration.
2) Abstraction: this step clusters linear segments based on
the similarity between their parameter values into some finite
number of clusters. For each resulting cluster we assign a
unique symbol; thus the symbol representing a cluster con-
servatively approximates all the line segments in the cluster.
This step defines an abstraction function from line segments
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Fig. 1: Illustrative example - set of pulses.

to the finite alphabet of symbols, and thereby allows us to
map raw time-series into abstract sequences of symbols (finite
words) over this alphabet.
3) Learning: this step infers temporal properties from the
abstract traces by using a standard algorithm for learning
deterministic finite automata (DFA) from positive examples.
Finally, we map the DFA to the SE representation.

The resulting shape expression provides a structured model
of the observed system behavior that can be explained and
interpreted by a human or a machine. The resulting model
can group similar and repeating patterns within the behavior.
Learning shape expressions from multiple classes of data can
facilitate characterizing similarities and differences between
different classes. The presented approach is a natural fit for
mining specifications from behaviors of system that exhibit
piecewise linear behavior but can be also used to approxi-
mate nonlinear behavior. Approximating complex nonlinear
dynamics with piecewise-linear [12], [13], [14], [15] or multi-
affine functions [16] is also a common practise in literature for
system identification and for learning hybrid models amenable
to formal analysis. We demonstrate the applicability of our ap-
proach on two case studies from different application domains
and experimentally evaluate the implemented specification
mining procedure.

Illustrating example: We use noisy pulses shown in Figure 1
to illustrate the various steps in our specification mining
approach. Such analog pulses are common in many electronic
applications. Distributed Standard Interface (DSI3) is one such
example from the automotive domain, where analog pulses are
used to encode communication between the micro-controller
and sensors in an airbag system-on-chip. The six examples
depicted in Figure 1 were synthetically generated – they all
appear to visually have similar shape. However we can observe
that the segments in the three top pulses have a steeper slope
then the corresponding ramping segments in the bottom pulses.

Organization of the paper: In Section II, we discuss the re-
lated work. In Section III we provide the necessary background
on shape expressions while in Section IV, we present our novel
approach to infer them from positive examples. Section V
presents the experimental evaluation of the proposed method
on two case studies. We conclude with results summary and

plans for future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In the last decade, specification mining [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30],
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35] has become a very active research
field supporting the analysis and the CPS development. Our
approach builds on top of shape expressions [11], a recently
introduced declarative language for specifying and monitoring
sophisticated temporal patterns from possibly noisy data. On
the contrary, most of the current work in specification mining
for CPS [36], [37], [17], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [28], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34] centers the development
around Signal Temporal Logic [38] (STL) (and its extensions),
a temporal logic defined to reason about dense-time mixed-
analog signals.

A considerable part of the literature focuses [17], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24] on the problem of learning the
optimal parameters starting from a specific template formula
(for example invariants [39], [40], [41]). Learning both the
structure of the formula and its parameters is more challenging
and it has been addressed only recently [25], [26], [21], [28].
The common approach consists in a two-steps heuristics in
which first the structure of the formula is inferred and then its
parameters are optimised. The structure of the formula can be
determined, for example, by using decision trees [26], [42],
[43], genetic algorithms [30], [28], [34], [33] or SAT-based
algorithms [31]. All the aforementioned methods, with the
exception of [33], require both positive and negative examples
in the learning phase, while our approach is based only on
positive examples.

The work in [33] introduces the notion of tightness metric
to learn template-driven STL formulas that satisfy as tight
as possible a set of user-provided positive examples. In the
same paper, the authors show how to combine their approach
with a genetic algorithm to infer also the structure of more
arbitrary formulas, similarly to [30]. However, genetic algo-
rithms, that are metaheuristics, have the tendency to converge
towards local optima rather than the global optimum of the
problem. This results in the impossibility to assess whether
the learned formula is really the optimal one. Our approach
differs from the work in [33] in many ways. First, we consider
a different specification language closer to regular expressions
than temporal logic. Second, we choose the mean squared
error as our measure of tightness of the specification with
respect to the observed signal. This measure is used to guide
the optimal split of signals in basic shapes (in this paper we
choose for simplicity lines as our basic shapes). Using standard
clustering algorithms, the obtained shapes can be grouped
according to their parameters. Each cluster can be expressed
as a basic shape expression with constrained parameters that
would match the same signals matched by the basic shape ex-
pressions in the cluster without incrementing the mean squared
error. This allows to derive a finite alphabet of symbols (each
representing a different shape expression with constrained
parameters) and to represent each signal in the training set as a
finite sequence of them. Finally, in such setting we show how
to use more reliable passive automata learning algorithms [44]
rather than metaheuristics (e.g., genetic algorithms) to infer the
structure of the expression.
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Our approach does not require to interact with a reactive
system and it is indeed orthogonal to active automata learning
(AAL) such as L∗ Angluin’s algorithm [45] and its recent
developments [46], [47]. AAL is generally employed to learn
how to interact with the surrounding environments [48], [49]
and it needs to exercise the system in order to infer the relation
between the provided input and the observed output. Our
approach can be instead applied directly, without the necessity
to provide an input.

Finally, the problem of piecewise approximation of a signal
has received considerable attention in mathematical litera-
ture [50], [51], [52], [53]. In particular, Bellman and
Roth introduced in [50] a dynamic programming algorithm
to compute the curve fitting of a set of data by a set of
straight lines. The key idea of their approach is to employ
a two-dimensional grid of N points in the abscissa and M
points in the ordinate and to search the segmentations of
length L, L = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, such that for each L the total
error, measured as the sum of the max absolute error of the
data with each fitting segment, is minimal among all possible
segmentations of length L. For a sufficient large M, their
approach approximates our piecewise fit that employs instead
regression as the main ingredient. However, our approach
does not require the user to provide an extra parameter M.
Furthermore, the M points considered in [50] are generally
chosen, for practical reasons, over the min and the max
value of the signal. This does not necessary produce the
best possible local fit, because sometimes a linear segment
to fit well the data, needs to start from a value that is
bigger or smaller than the max or the min value of the
signal respectively. Recent works of Ozay et al. [54], [55].
adapted the dynamic programming algorithm in [50] to infer
the linear segments through least squares error directly over
the signal and generalise the approach to the segmentation of
time-varying affine autoregressive exogenous (ARX) models.
Although, our approach to compute the optimal (w.r.t. to the
maximum mean square error) split in basic shapes of a signal
can be considered as a special case of the aforementioned
approaches (see Section IV), the focus of our paper is on
mining a specification for a set of signals in a formal language
and we use the segmentation as one of the main ingredients.

III. SHAPE EXPRESSIONS AND AUTOMATA

In this section, we define a variant of shape expressions
(SE) [11], which are regular expressions where atomic shapes
with unknown parameters play the role of atomic primitives.
These basic shape primitives are expressions that map pa-
rameter and signal variables to a parameterized family of
idealized signals, such as lines, sinusoids, exponentials, etc.
Here we focus on the class of linear SE that considers only
lines as atomic shapes. In contrast to SE in [11], we also
allow conjunction of atomic shapes to facilitate learning of
expressions from multi-dimensional data and we also lift the
restriction of discrete-time signals. Finally, we choose mean
squared error (MSE) as our measure of noise.

Let P = {p1, . . . , pn} be a set of parameters. A parameter
valuation v maps parameters p ∈ P to values v(p) ∈ R∪{⊥},
where ⊥ represents the undefined value. We use the shortcut
v(P ) to denote {v(p1), . . . , v(pn)}. A constraint γ over P is a

Boolean combination of inequalities over P . We write v |= γ
when the constraint γ is satisfied by the valuation v. Given
p ∈ P and p ◦ k for ◦ ∈ {=, <,≤, >,≥} and some k ∈ R,
we have that v(p) = ⊥ implies that v 6|= p ◦ k. We denote by
Γ(P ) the set of all constraints over P .

Let X be a set of signal variables. A signal w over X is
a sequence w = (t1, v1) · (t2, v2) · · · (tn, vn), where ti ∈ Q≥0
is the time-stamp such that for all 1 ≤ i < n, ti < ti+1 and
vi is a valuation in V (X). We denote by |w| = n the size
of w. Given two signals w = (t1, v1) · (t2, v2) · · · (tm, vm)
and w′ = (t′1, v

′
1) · (t′2, v′2) · · · (t′n, v′n), their concatenation w ·

w′ is defined if tm = t′1 and vn = v′1 and corresponds to
the sequence (t1, v1) · · · (tm, vm) · (t′2, v′2) · · · (t′n, v′n). Given
a signal w of size n and i, j ∈ N such that 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,
we denote by w[i : j] the sequence (ti, vi) · · · (tj , vj). The
duration d of a signal is defined as d = tn − t1. We allow
signals of null duration d = 0, which results in the unique
signal with the empty time domain1.

A. Shape Expressions
We now provide the syntax and semantics of linear SE

defined over the set X of signals and the set P of parameter
variables. The set P contains all the parameters (slope, relative
offset and duration) of the linear segments defined by the shape
expression. The atomic shape linx(a, b, l) is the expression that
maps parameter variables {a, b, l} ⊆ P , where a is the slope,
b the relative offset2 and l the duration, and the signal variable
x ∈ X to a parameterized representation of an idealized line
signal, defined as follows:

linx(a, b, l) ≡ {w[i : j] | ∃v.tj − ti = v(l) ∧ ∀k ∈ [i, j],
w(x, tk) = v(a)tk + (v(b)− v(a)ti)}.

Definition III.1 (Linear SE syntax). A linear shape expression
ϕ is given by the grammar

ψ ::= linx(a, b, l) | ψ1 ∩ ψ2

ϕ ::= ε | ψ | ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 | ϕ1 · ϕ2 | ϕ∗ | ϕ : γ

where x ∈ X , {a, b, l} ⊆ P , and γ ∈ Γ(P ), where P is the
set of all (slope, relative offset, duration) parameters of the
atomic line shapes defined in the expression.

The symbol ε denotes the empty word, the operators ∪, ∩, ·
and ∗ denote the classical (extended) regular expression union,
intersection, concatenation and Kleene star respectively, while
ϕ : γ says that ϕ is constrained by γ. We write ϕi as an
abbreviation of ϕ · · ·ϕ (i times). We denote by LX(P ) the
set of expressions of the form linx(P ′) for x ∈ X and P ′ ⊆
P . The set of shape expressions over P and X is denoted
Φ(P,X).

The semantics of shape expressions is given as a relation
between signals and parameter valuations, which we call a
language. We associate with every shape expression a noisy
language Lν for some noise tolerance threshold ν ≥ 0, captur-
ing the ν-approximate meaning of the expression. The exact

1The signal with the empty time domain is equivalent to the empty word
in the classical language theory.

2The relative offset of a line segment is the value of the line at the beginning
of the segment.
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language L capturing the precise meaning of the expression
is obtained by setting ν to zero. We formally define the noisy
language as follows.

Definition III.2 (SE noisy language). Let ν ∈ R≥0 be a
noise tolerance threshold. The noisy language Lν of a shape
expression is defined as follows:

Lν(a, b, l) = {(w, v) | v(l) = t|w| − t1,
µ(w(x), linx(v(a), v(b), v(l)) ≤ ν}

Lν(ψ1 ∩ ψ2) = Lν(ψ1) ∩ Lν(ψ2)

Lν(ε) = {(w, v) | |w| = 0}
Lν(ϕ1 · ϕ2) = {(w1 · w2, v) | (w1, v) ∈ Lν(ϕ1)

and (w2, v) ∈ Lν(ϕ2)}
Lν(ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2) = Lν(ϕ1) ∪ Lν(ϕ2)

Lν(ϕ∗) =
∞⋃
i=0

Lν(ϕi)

Lν(ϕ : γ) = {(w, v) | (w, v) ∈ Lν(ϕ) and v |= γ}

The noisy SE language is defined as the set of all sig-
nal/parameter valuation pairs, such that the distance of the
signal from the ideal shape signal defined by the shape ex-
pression and instantiated by the parameter valuation is smaller
or equal than the noise threshold, according to some metric µ.
In this paper, we use the mean squred error as our metric. Let
w = (t1, v1) · · · (tn, vn) and ŵ = (t1, v̂n) · · · (tn, v̂n) be two
signals over X of size n, where w represents the observed
signal and ŵ a prediction model. The mean squared error
MSE(w, ŵ) of w relative to ŵ is a statistical measure of how
well the predictions of a (regression) model approximates the
observations, and is defined as follows:

MSE(w, ŵ) =
1

n× |X|
∑
x∈X

n∑
i=1

(vi(x)− v̂i(x))2

B. Shape Automata

We now define shape automata, which act as recognizers
for shape expressions. They are akin to finite state automata in
which edges are labeled by shape expressions with unknown
parameters, and parameter constraints.

Definition III.3 (Shape automata). A shape automaton is a
tuple 〈P,X,Q,∆, S, F 〉, where (1) P is the set of parameters,
(2) X is the set of real-valued signal variables, (3) Q is the
set of control locations, (4) ∆ ⊆ Q×P(ΣX(P ))×Γ(P )×Q
is the set of edges, (5) S ⊆ Q is the set of starting locations,
and (6) F ⊆ Q is the set of final locations.

Shape expressions and shape automata are equivalent and
inter-translatable.

Theorem III.1 (SE ⇔ SA [11]). For any shape expression
ϕ there exists a shape automaton Aϕ such that Lν(Aϕ) =
Lν(ϕ) for all ν ≥ 0. For any shape automaton A there exists
a shape expression ϕA such that Lν(ϕA) = Lν(A) for all
ν ≥ 0.

Atomic shape inference Clustering

Abstraction into discrete traces

Automata learning DFA to RE

Alphabet

B

C

A · (B ∪ C)

A · CA ·B A ·B

A

A

B
C

Σ = {A,B,C}

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Fig. 2: Learning shape expressions from examples - an
overview.

IV. LEARNING SHAPE EXPRESSIONS FROM EXAMPLES

In this section, we present the procedure for mining shape
expressions from positive examples. The high-level overview
of the approach is depicted in Figure 2. The procedure starts
by approximating each time series into a sequence of linear
segments. Each individual dimension x in a segment is fully
characterized by three parameters: (1) slope ax, (2) (relative)
offset bx and (3) duration dx. In the next step, the procedure
collects all the inferred segments from all examples, and
clusters them according to ax, bx and dx using the k-means
clustering method, where k is dynamically determined. We use
the clustering outcomes to generate a finite alphabet Σ of size
k, where each letter in Σ corresponds to a specific cluster. In
the next step, we map each line segment approximation to its
associated letter and hence obtain a set of finite traces over that
alphabet. We finally use a passive automata learning algorithm
to learn a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) from the set
of words, which we translate to a shape expression. In the
remainder of the section, we present in detail each individual
step of the procedure.

A. Approximating Time Series with Sequences of Linear Seg-
ments

Let w = (t1, v1) · · · (tn, vn) be a signal of size n and
ε an error threshold. In this section, we present a dynamic
programming-based method that finds the piecewise-linear ap-
proximation of w that minimizes its number of linear segments
while ensuring that each segment is approximated with MSE
bounded by ε.

The idea of using dynamic programming (DP) to compute a
piecewise-linear approximation of a signal is not new. Bellman
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and Roth introduced a DP-based algorithm decades ago [50].
They showed that DP offers a simple and direct approach to
determine the linear segmentation on a predefined grid which
best approximates a given signal. This idea has been recently
(i) adapted to fit the linear segments directly on the signal
rather than selecting them from a predefined grid, and (ii)
generalized to the problem of segmentation of time-varying
affine autoregressive exogenous (ARX) models of the form:

yt =

na∑
i=1

aityt−i +

nc∑
i=1

citut−i + kt + ηt (1)

where u, y and η denote the input, output and noise, respec-
tively, and t ∈ [t0, N ] with t0 = max(na, nc) [54], [55].

The method we use in this work is a special case of the
approach proposed in [54], [55] in which we set na = 0,
nc = 1 and ut−1 = t in equation (1) and select the mean
squared error, i.e. the `2-norm with square, as fitting error
function. Moreover, we take the maximum among the fitting
errors of the single segments, i.e. the `∞-norm, instead of their
sum to define the overall fitting error of a segmentation. This
will slightly change the recursion equation in the DP setting
but the approach remains basically the same as in [54].

In the following, we sketch an algorithm which efficiently
solves the problem of finding the minimum number of
switches with bounded fitting error as introduced in [54] under
the above mentioned settings.

We first compute the linear regression and its associated
MSE for every segment of w. Let P = {ax, bx | x ∈ X} be
slope and relative offset parameters for each dimension x ∈ X .
Given a segment u = w[i : j], 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |w|, we denote by
lr(u) the linear regression of u, defined as

lr(u) = argminv∈V (P ) MSE(u, ûv),

where ûv is the linear approximation of u with respect to
v, i.e., we have ûv = (ti, v̂i) · · · (tj , v̂j) such that v̂k(x) =
v(ax)tk + (v(bx)− v(ax)tk), for all i ≤ k ≤ j and x ∈ X .

We store the linear regression and its associated MSE for
every segment of w in arrays p and e, respectively. In partic-
ular, we have that p[i][j] = v? and e[i][j] = MSE(u, ûv?),
where u = w[i : j] and v? = lr(u). For simplicity, we
will denote by MSElr(u) the MSE of a segment u relative
to its optimal linear approximation ûv? computed by lr(u),
i.e. MSElr(u) = MSE(u, ûv?).

A split τ of w is a sequence τ = {s1, s2, . . . , sk, sk+1} of
indices such that 1 ≤ k < n, s1 = 1 and sk+1 = n. We
denote by |τ | = k + 1 the size of τ . Note that τ induces
over w exactly k adjacent segments w[si : si+1], i ∈ [1, k]. If
k = 1, τ = {1, n} induces exactly one segment w[1 : n] over
w which is the whole signal w.

We now lift the definitions of linear regression and MSE
to the piecewise-linear case, driven by the split τ . We define
the τ -linear regression, denoted by lrτ (w), as the sequence
lrτ (w) = {v?1 , . . . , v?k} of parameter valuations, where for all
i ∈ [1, k], v?i = lr(w[si : si+1]). We define the error of the
τ -linear regression, denoted by Ew(τ), as the dominant MSE
among all MSElr(w[si : si+1]), i ∈ [1, k]:

Ew(τ) = max
i∈[1,k]

MSElr(w[si : si+1])

We say that τ ε-approximates w, denoted by τ ∼ε w, if
Ew(τ) ≤ ε.

Given another split τ ′ of w, we say that τ and τ ′ are ε-
equivalent, denoted by τ =ε τ

′ if |τ | = |τ ′| and Ew(τ) =
Ew(τ ′). We say that τ ε-refines τ ′, denoted by τ <ε τ

′ if
τ ∼ε w, τ ′ ∼ε w and either |τ | < |τ ′| (first criteria) or |τ | =
|τ ′| and Ew(τ) < Ew(τ ′) (second criteria). Moreover, we say
that τ is ε-optimal for w if τ ∼ε w and τ ≤ε τ ′ for all τ ′ of
w such that τ ′ ∼ε w.

We are now ready to define our method split, presented in
Algorithm 1, that finds an optimal τ -split of w with respect to
the threshold εmax. The procedure is implemented as a dynamic
programming algorithm that recursively finds optimal splits for
sub-segments of w. The algorithm maintains the arrays s and
e that in each cell s[i][j] (originally initialized to the empty
sequence {}) and e[i][j] (originally initialized to MSElr(w[i :
j])) stores the εmax-optimal split τ∗ of w[i : j] and Ew(τ∗),
respectively. The procedure3 is initially invoked with split(w).

The inductive step split(w[i, j]) works as follows. The
algorithm first checks whether an optimal split for w[i : j]
has been already computed and stored in s[i][j]. If yes, the
available result is returned (lines 2− 3). If not, the procedure
needs to compute the optimal split. There are two possibilities.
If w[i : j] can be linearly approximated with regression MSE
smaller than or equal to εmax, then no further split is needed
(lines 5 − 6). Otherwise, w[i : j] must be split in smaller
segments (lines 7− 13). We first initialize τ∗ to the set of all
indices of w[i : j] and ε∗ to the corresponding Ew(τ∗) which
is 0 since all segments induced by this τ∗ over w[i : j] consist
of just 2 data points (line 8). We then generate all promising
εmax-optimal split candidates of w[i : j] (lines 9− 12) and we
update τ∗ and ε∗ when the current candidate εmax-refines the
current τ∗ (lines 13−14). That is, for all k ∈ [i+1, j−1], the
algorithm recursively applies split(i, k) to compute an optimal
split τL of the prefix segment w[i : k] and loads from e[i][k]
its Ew(τL) into εL. Moreover, the algorithm approximates the
remaining suffix segment w[k : j] with just one line segment
given by the linear regression of w[k : j] and loads in εR its
MSElr available in e[i][k] (line 10). It then builds a new εmax-
optimal split candidate τ by joining τL with τR and computing
its Ew(τ) denoted by ε as the maximum between εL and εR
(line 11). If τ ∼εmax w[i : j], i.e. ε ≤ εmax, and τ <εmax τ

∗

(line 12), then τ∗ is updated with the new candidate τ (line
13). After k iterations, τ∗ and ε∗ contain the first encountered
εmax-optimal split of w[i : j] and its corresponding Ew(τ∗),
respectively. Finally, τ∗ and ε∗ are cached to s[i][j] and e[i][j]
(line 14) and the procedure returns τ∗.

Example IV.1. Figure 3 depicts the optimal τ -split of the raw
pulse time series resulting from the application of the split
procedure.

Next, we show that our split procedure computes an εmax-
optimal segmentation of w in time quadratic to the size of the
trace.

Theorem IV.1. Let w be a signal, εmax a threshold and τ =
split(w). We have that τ is an εmax-optimal split of w.

3To simplify the presentation, we assume that εmax, p, e and s are global
variables which are initialized accordingly before split(w) is invoked.
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Fig. 3: Example - inferring linear segments from pulses.

Algorithm 1: split - optimal splitting of a signal
segment.
Input : w - signal of the form (ti, vi) · · · (tj , vj)
Output: τ∗ - an εmax-optimal split of w

1 Function split(w)
2 if s[i][j] 6= {} then
3 τ∗ ← s[i][j]

4 else
5 if e[i][j] ≤ εmax then
6 τ∗ ← {i, j}; ε∗ ← e[i][j]

7 else
8 τ∗ ← {i, i+ 1, . . . , j}; ε∗ ← 0
9 for k ∈ {i+ 1, ..., j − 1} do

10 (τL, εL)← (split(w[i, k]), e[i][k])
11 (τR, εR)← ({k, j}, e[k][j])
12 τ ← τL ∪ τR; ε← max(εL, εR)
13 if ε ≤ εmax and (|τ | < |τ∗| or

(|τ | = |τ∗| and ε < ε∗)) then
14 τ∗ ← τ ; ε∗ ← ε

15 s[i][j]← τ∗; e[i][j]← ε∗

16 return τ∗

Proof Sketch. Assume that split∗ is a procedure that com-
putes an εmax-optimal split of a signal. Consider an arbitrary
signal w and let w = w1 · w2 · · ·wn be an optimal parti-
tion τ∗ = split∗(w) of w in n segments with Ew(τ∗) =
max1≤i≤n MSElr(wi). We prove that τ = split(w) splits w in
exactly n segments with Ew(τ) = Ew(τ∗). We first prove by
induction on the number of segments in the optimal solution
that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τi = split(w1 · · ·wi) splits w1 · · ·wi
in at most i segments with Ew(τi) ≤ max1≤j≤i MSElr(wj).
Thus split(w1 · · ·wn) splits w in at most n segments with
Ew(τ) ≤ Ew(τ∗). By assumption that w = w1 · w2 · · ·wn is
an optimal split, it follows that split(w) splits w in exactly n
segments with Ew(τ) = Ew(τ∗). Base case i = 1: by assump-
tion, we have that MSElr(w1) ≤ εmax, hence by the definition
of Algorithm 1 τ1 = split(w1) does not further split w1 and
Ew1

(τ1) = MSElr(w1). For 1 < i < n, assume by inductive
hypothesis that τi = split(w1 · · ·wi) splits the w1 · · ·wi signal
in i segments with Ew1···wi

(τi) ≤ max1≤j≤i MSElr(wj).
We now show that τi+1 = split(w1 · · ·wi · wi+1) splits
w1 · · ·wi · wi+1 in i + 1 segments with Ew1···wi+1

(τi+1) ≤
max1≤j≤i+1 MSElr(wj). By assumption, MSElr(wi+1) ≤
εmax. It follows that the partition of split of w1 · · ·wi+1 into
split of w1 · · ·wi and split of wi+1 is a valid candidate,

according to Algorithm 1. By assumption, we have that split
splits w1 · · ·wi into i segments and split splits wi+1 into a
single segment. In addition, we have that Ew1···wi+1

(τi+1) =
max(Ew1···wi

(τi),MSElr(wi+1) by definition of split. By as-
sumption, we have that Ew1···wi(τi) ≤ max1≤j≤i MSElr(wj).
It follows that Ew1···wi

(τi+1) ≤ max1≤j≤i+1 MSElr(wj).
Since there may be more optimal split candidates, it follows
that split splits w1 · · ·wi+1 into at most i + 1 segments with
error bounded by max1≤j≤i+1 MSElr(wj). �

The linear segmentation of w of size |w| = n requires com-
puting the linear regressions for all w[i : j], 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
which makes n2−n

2 linear regressions in total. Lemma IV.1
shows that this can be done in O(n2) time by employing the
incremental linear regression.

Lemma IV.1. Let w be a signal of size n. Then the linear
regressions for all w[i : j], 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, are computed in
O(n2) time.

Proof Sketch. The linear regressions for all w[i; j], j ∈
[i + 1, n], can be obtained as by-products by incrementally
computing the linear regression of w[i : n]. Thus, we only
need to incrementally compute the linear regressions for n−1
segments comprising n, n − 1, . . . 2 data points, respectively.
Since the incremental simple linear regression of a segment
comprising k data points is computed in O(k) time, it follows
that the n− 1 incremental linear regressions are computed in
O(n+ (n− 1) + . . .+ 2) = O(n2) time. �

Proposition IV.1. Let w be a signal of size n and εmax a
threshold. Then split(w) is computed in O(n2) time.

Proof Sketch. By construction, split(w) invokes itself recur-
sively to first solve the optimization sub-problems for the
sub-segments of w in the following order: split(w[1 : 2]),
split(w[1 : 3]), ..., split(w[1 : n − 1]). That is, for each k,
2 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, split(w[1 : k]) is invoked exactly n − k
times. Thus, we can optimize the split algorithm by caching
the result of split(w[1 : k]) when it is invoked the first time and
retrieving it from the cache in constant time at all successive
invocations. Computing split(w[1 : k]) when it is invoked the
first time can be done in O(k) time since it requires the access
of k−2 cached results and the computation of a finite number
of other operations which is upper bounded by a constant. The
remaining n − k − 1 invocations of split(w[1 : k]), each one
requiring the access in constant time of the cached result, are
computed in O(n − k) time. It follows that split(w) can be
computed in O(

∑n−1
k=2 n) = O(n2) time. �

From Lemma IV.1 and Proposition IV.1 it follows that, given
a signal w of size n and a threshold εmax, an εmax-optimal split
of w is computed in O(n2) time. Indeed, we first need to
compute the linear regressions for all w[i : j], 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
which is done in O(n2) time according to Lemma IV.1,
and subsequently run split(w), which is also executed in
O(n2) time according to Proposition IV.1. Note that the
time complexity O(n2) includes the worst case scenario which
occurs when split(w) performs the maximum possible number
of recursion invocations in order to compute an εmax-optimal
split, i.e. the εmax-optimal split has n − 1 segments. This
is a polynomial order lower than the complexity from [54],
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[55] applied to our simple linear regression setting. This
optimization is possible by employing the incremental linear
regression which allows to produce the results of n2−n

2 simple
linear regressions by computing only O(n) simple linear
regressions, each one in O(n) time.

Approximating Noisy Non-Linear Data with Sequences
of Linear Segments: The segmentation algorithm presented in
this section is particularly effective in approximating behavior
of piecewise-linear systems. For this class of systems, it is
natural to associate the MSE resulting from the segmentation
algorithm to the presence of noise in the observed data. The
same segmentation procedure can also be used to approximate
non-linear behaviors. It should be noted that the MSE resulting
from the application of our segmentation method to non-linear
data does not only come from the noise in data, but also from
the linear approximation of non-linearities. There is a trade-
off between having an accurate approximation that requires
multiple linear segments and the risk of over-fitting the data.
In addition, the non-linearity approximation error can reduce
the robustness of the segmentation procedure to noise.

We illustrate the challenge of segmenting noisy non-linear
data with an exponential decay example to which we add nor-
mally distributed noise. Figure 4 shows the effect of varying
the maximum noise threshold ν and the standard deviation σ of
the normally distributed noise with mean 0 to the outcome of
the segmentation procedure. We can observe that the procedure
consistently approximates the signal with two segments for
σ ∈ [0, 0.03] and ν ∈ [0.005, 0.01]. By lowering ν to 0.002,
the less noisy signals are still approximated with two segments.
However, the signal with noise that has σ = 0.03 requires a
third approximation segment. Similarly, less noisy signals are
approximated with three segments when ν equals to 0.001,
while the noisiest signal with σ = 0.03 requires a four-segment
approximation. We can see that the level of noise and non-
linearity in data can affect the outcome of the segmentation
procedure.

B. Abstracting Sequences of Linear Segments to Finite Traces
over Finite Alphabets

Clustering is an unsupervised learning method for grouping
data points with similar properties. Given a set of data points U
and a finite alphabet Σ, clustering procedures aim at finding
an appropriate labeling function λ : U → Σ that maps
data points u ∈ U to letters in Σ. Clustering algorithms aim
at grouping data points with similar features, while ensuring
highly dissimilar features between different clusters.

Let P = {ax, bx, dx | x ∈ X} be the set of parameters,
where ax is the slope, bx the relative offset and dx the duration
of a segment defined over x ∈ X . A valuation v(P ) assigns
real values to these parameters, and V (P ) denotes the set
of all valuations over P . We note that valuations in V (P )
provide unique characterizations of linear (multi-dimensional)
segments. Given a set U ⊆ V (P ) of parameter valuations
obtained in Section IV-A, our objective is to group and label
similar segments.

We use the well-known k-means clustering method [56]
to find our labeling function λ. This procedure aims to
partition |U | valuations into k clusters in which each parameter
valuation v ∈ U belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean

(called centroid), serving as a representative of the cluster.
Implicit objective function in k-means measures the within
cluster sum of squares (WCSS), which is the sum of distances
of data points from their cluster centroids.

First, the procedure initializes k centroids. The common
implementation of this step consists in chosing random values
for centroids. In the second phase, the algorithm repeats
the following actions until it converges: (1) it calculates the
distance between all valuations and centroids, assigning each
valuation to the cluster represented by its closest centroid, and
(2) it updates centroid positions by finding the average values
of data points that are part of the cluster.

We use the popular elbow method to find the optimal
number k of clusters for U . It is typically used as a visual
method, consisting of plotting the value of the WCSS produced
by different values of k and finding the “elbow” in the plot.
We automate this step by defining a threshold c and stopping
when the difference between WCSS for k and k − 1 clusters
falls below c.

The k-means clustering algorithm maps U into an alphabet
Σ of size |Σ| = k. In the next step, we provide a meaning
to each letter a ∈ Σ. Intuitively, for each cluster, we define
the tightest box that includes all of its data points (parameter
valuations) and represent it symbolically as a set of constraints.
Let λ−1 : Σ → 2U denote the inverse labelling function.
For each A ∈ Σ, we associate a constrained atomic shape
expression ψA =

∧
x∈X linx(ax, bx, dx) : ax ∈ [a1x, a

2
x] ∧

bx ∈ [b1x, b
2
x] ∧ dx ∈ [d1x, d

2
x], where for all p ∈ P , p1 =

minv∈λ−1(A) v(p) and p2 = maxv∈λ−1(A) v(p).

Example IV.2. Figure 5 (top-left) shows all the pulse linear
segment parameters projected on the slope and duration
valuations. Figure 5 (top-right) depicts the result of applying
k-means clustering to these segments and for different values
of k, while Figure 5 (bottom-left) shows the parameters
grouped into k = 5 clusters, the optimal number of clusters
according to the automated elbow method. Figure 5 (bottom-
right) illustrates the bounding box that over-approximates all
the data points in the cluster labelled by A. We associate
to the letters of the inferred alphabet the following symbolic
expressions:

A : lin(a1, b1, d1) : a1 ∈ [−0.261,−0.197]∧
b1 ∈ [9.06, 9.70] ∧ d1 ∈ [18, 24]

B : lin(a2, b2, d2) : a2 ∈ [−0.007, 0.031]∧
b2 ∈ [9.23, 10.09] ∧ d2 ∈ [26, 44]

C : lin(a3, b3, d3) : a3 ∈ [−0.001, 0.001]∧
b3 ∈ [4.96, 5.12] ∧ d3 ∈ [69, 74]

D : lin(a4, b4, d4) : a4 ∈ [0.110, 0.116]∧
b4 ∈ [4.43, 4.60] ∧ d4 ∈ [38, 39]

E : lin(a5, b5, d5) : a5 ∈ [0.199, 0.263]∧
b5 ∈ [4.35, 4.45] ∧ d5 ∈ [20, 22]

(2)

C. Inferring Expressions from Finite Traces
In the previous section, we showed how we can partition

the set of linear segments to a few equivalence classes through
discretization of their parameter space. We also showed how
we can associate each equivalence class with a symbol. Let
the set of such symbols be denoted by Σ. Essentially, through
the methods in previous sections, we have mapped each
timed trace into a string in Σ?. In this section, we show
how we can learn a deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
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Fig. 4: Approximating exponential decay with linear segments – robustness to noise in data.
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Fig. 5: Example - clustering.

that accepts every string corresponding to all the positive
examples in our dataset. For this purpose, we use an off-the-
shelf DFA learning algorithm called RPNI (Reduced Positive
and Negative Inference) [44].

Given a set S of example strings, the first step in RPNI
is to construct the prefix tree acceptor (PTA) from the given
examples. The PTA A is described as a tuple (Q,Σ, qλ, δ,FA),
where Q is the finite set of states, qλ is the initial state, δ ⊆
Q × Σ → Q is the transition function, and FA is the set of
accepting states. The set Q is essentially the prefix-closure of
S, and for every state qu ∈ Q, and every a ∈ Σ, δ(qu, a) =
qua. Finally, if u ∈ S, qu ∈ FA.

While a PTA constructed using the above rules is a DFA
accepting the given set of examples, it is typically not the
minimally consistent DFA. The algorithm RPNI is a heuristic
to minimize the DFA. A common idea in passive learning of
DFAs from examples is to label the states of the PTA as RED
(which is initially just the initial state corresponding to the
empty string), and BLUE (initially the prefix-closure of the

1 2 3 4
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6

7
A B C

D

E

A

A

ϕ = A ·B · C · (D ∪ E) ·A (3)

Fig. 6: Inferred automaton and expression.

set S). The RPNI algorithm then repeatedly selects a BLUE
state and seeks to merge it with a RED state, while ensuring
that the merged automaton is compatible with the given set of
examples.

Example IV.3. We use the RPNI algorithm to learn an
automaton from a set of finite traces obtained from abstracting
the segmented pulses and map it to its associated shape expres-
sion. Figure 6 depicts the inferred automaton and the shape
expression. We can observe that the variability in the slope of
the before-last segment is translated into the choice of taking
either the transition labelled by D or E from the state 4, or
equivalently into the union operation in the shape expression.
The procedure is thus effectively able to distinguish between
two different classes of pulses in unsupervised fashion.

The combination of the specification structure that uses
regular expressions with parameterized linear segments as
expression atoms facilitates understating and explaining the
mined shape. The explainability of the shape can be further
enhanced by visualizing segments that satisfy the specification.
Figure 7 visualizes the pulse specification with a set of
synthetically generated examples that match the shape (blue).
The figure also shows the training examples (light blue) to
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Fig. 7: Visualizing the mined specification.

Fig. 8: Train of pulses and its segmentation.

illustrate the generalization done by the specification.
We finally also illustrate how our procedure generalizes the

repeated shapes by learning repetitions in the form of a Kleene
start. The result of using both individual pulse shapes of the
first class, together with a pulse train signal shown in Figure 8
results in learning the specification (A∗ ·B · C ·D)+

D. Discussion

The specification mining procedure, presented in this sec-
tion, adopts several design choices that we motivate but we
also discuss potential alternatives:
• Linear segments: the restriction to linear atomic shapes
has a twofold motivation: (1) linear approximations are easy
to understand and hence facilitate explainability of inferred
specifications, and (2) linear approximations admit efficient
regression algorithms. For some applications, linear segments
may not be sufficient to faithfully capture a shape. In addition,
linear approximation of non-linear behaviors may not be
sufficiently robust to noise, as discussed in the las paragraph
of Section IV-A. Our approach can be generalized to richer
atomic shapes at the expense of computational efficiency.
• Duration as a parameter: we chose to treat segment
duration as a parameter that we use in the process of mapping
raw data to a finite trace. In practice, two segments with similar
slopes and relative offsets, but different durations my be
mapped to two different letters of the inferred finite alphabet.
An alternative approach would consist in treating the duration
as a special parameter. We could use the slope and the relative
offset to map sequences of linear segments to finite words, and
then use durations to extend finite words to timed words. We
could use methods such as timed k-trail [57] to learn a timed
automaton from the set of timed traces.
• Semantics of a Letter in the Alphabet: we map each letter
in the finite alphabet to a box constraint over parameters that

include all the segments in the cluster that characterizes that
letter. There are several other approaches that could be used:
(1) associating a more sophisticated over-approximation, such
as a zonotope, of the segments in the cluster, or (2) defining the
cluster centroid as the representative of the cluster and increase
the noise tolerance based on the properties of the cluster. To
simplify the presentation, we also use the minimal bounded
box that includes all the points in the cluster. This means that
the over-approximation is not robust for the extreme points
in the cluster. This problem can be addressed by bloating the
bounding box by an amount defined by the user.
• Clustering and Learning Algorithms: we use k-means clus-
tering and RPNI as off-the-shelf algorithms to do clustering
and passive learning from positive examples. These algorithms
can be replaced with other procedures that implement the
same function in a different manner. For instance, we can use
silhouette clustering [58] instead of k-means clustering.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we analyze both computational and qualita-
tive aspects of our specification mining procedure and demon-
strate its usability on two case studies. All the experiments
were performed on a Razer computer with the Intel Core i7
4.1 GHz processor and 16GB RAM.

A. Experimental Results
We use our illustrative train of pulses to study computational

and qualitative aspects of our specification mining procedure.
We first analyse the scalability of our approach with respect
to both the size and the number of the training examples.
We summarize the results in Table I, where ts, tc, tl and
ttotal denote segmentation, clustering, automata learning and
total time. We can first observe that the experimental results
follow the theoretical quadratic growth in the size of the
signals and linear growth in the number of signals. We can
also see that the segmentation part dominates the computation.
This result is expected given that the segmentation is used
to map a usually large number of raw data samples into a
relatively small number of segments. The computation time
for automata learning is negligible with respect to other parts
of the procedure. This is mainly due to the fact that there
are often equivalent abstract (finite) traces that are fed to the
automata learning algorithm.

Next, we analyse the sensitivity of our approach to the
choice of the maximum error threshold εmax. Table II depicts
shape expressions inferred from the same set of training exam-
ples (see Figure 1) under different maximum error thresholds
and clustering termination criteria. As expected, the maximum
error threshold can significantly influence the segmentation
part of the algorithm and have an impact on the learned
specification. It is interesting to observe that the size of
the threshold does not monotonically affect the size of the
specification.

B. Mining Patterns in ECG Data
In this case study, we consider ECG signals from the Phys-

ioBank database [59], which contains 549 records from 290
subjects (209 male and 81 female, aged from 17 to 87). Each
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# traces |w| ts(s) tc(s) tl(s) ttotal(s)

1 10 0.0001 0.1020 0.0006 0.1027
1 100 0.0105 0.1451 0.0146 0.1698
1 1000 0.7733 0.2982 0.3081 1.3796

10 10 0.0010 0.1109 0.0006 0.1124
10 100 0.0909 0.2162 0.0172 0.3242
10 1000 7.2220 1.6809 0.3838 9.2867

100 10 0.0101 0.1626 0.0007 0.1734
100 100 0.9508 0.9909 0.0313 1.9730
100 1000 72.7604 16.1123 0.4196 89.2922

1000 10 0.1012 0.5912 0.0007 0.6930
1000 100 9.8420 8.7352 0.0208 18.5980
1000 1000 722.1752 149.0021 0.3944 871.5717

TABLE I: Computational cost of the specification mining
algorithm.

εmax ϕ # Clusters
0.05 A ·B · C · (D ∪ E) ·A 5
0.1 A ·B · C · (D ∪ E) ·A 5
0.5 F · (G · (H ∪ I) ∪ J · I) 5
1 K · L 2
5 (M ·M) ∪ (N ·O) 3
10 P ∪Q 2

TABLE II: Sensitivity of specification mining to the maximum
error threshold.

record includes 15 simultaneously measured signals, digitized
at 1,000 samples per second, with 16-bit resolution over a
range of ±16.384mV. The diagnostic classes for the subjects
participating in the recordings include cardio-vascular diseases
such as myocardial infarction, cardiomyopathy, dysrhythmia
and myocardial hypertrophy.

In this experiment, we considered two sets of examples. The
first set of examples comes from a male 70 year old patient
with myocardial infarction, an anterior acute infarction and an
antero-septal former infarction. The patient had hyperlipopro-
teinemial as an additional diagnosis, was not a smoker at the
time of the admission and had two coronary vessels involved in
the disease. The second set of examples comes from a male
52 year old patient with myocardial infarction with antero-
septal acute infarction and no former infarctions. The patient
had gastritis and rheumatoid arthritis as additional diagnoses,
was not a smoker at the time of the admission and had one
coronary vessel involved in the disease. Figure 9 depicts two
heart beats from patient 1 and patient 2, respectively.

Each dataset contains 125 heart beat measurements. We
use both datasets to infer a common four-valued alphabet
shown in Equation 4. The letters A and B represent short
and long almost-constant segments, respectively, while C and
D represent short segments with high negative and positive
slopes, respectively.

(a) Patient 1 (b) Patient 2

Fig. 9: Example of a heart beat from two patients.

Fig. 10: Visualization of the ECG specification for patient one.

A : lin(a1, b1, d1) : a1 ∈ [−1.1, 1.4]∧
b1 ∈ [−1.8, 2.4] ∧ d1 ∈ [0.04, 0.29]

B : lin(a2, b2, d2) : a2 ∈ [−0.45, 0.14]∧
b2 ∈ [−1.9, 0.4] ∧ d2 ∈ [0.32, 0.55]

C : lin(a3, b3, d3) : a3 ∈ [−69,−29]∧
b3 ∈ [−158,−63] ∧ d3 ∈ [0.015, 0.025]

D : lin(a4, b4, d4) : a4 ∈ [5.3, 44]∧
b4 ∈ [1.3, 92] ∧ d4 ∈ [0.008, 0.03]

(4)

We now set the maximum error threshold εmax = 0.001 and
learn a a separate specification for each patient, as shown in
Equation 5.

ϕ1 = (A∗ ·D · C ·D ·B)
ϕ2 = (A∗ ·D · C ·A · (A ∪B))

(5)

The two specifications capture the approximated heart-beat
behavior of the two patients – a relatively constant behavior
(A∗), followed by a peak (D ·C ·D for patient 1 and D ·C for
patient two), followed by another relatively constant behavior
(B for patient 1 and A · (A∨B) for patient 2. We can observe
that at this level of abstraction, the two patients share similar
constant prefix, followed by a peak. We note that the second
increase in the slope in the peak of patient two is small and is
not captured with this level of abstraction. We can observe that
our method captures both similarities and differences between
the heartbeats of two patients. The two inferred specifications
can also be explained in terms of behaviors that they accept.
Figure 10 shows such a visualization where the behaviors
generated from ϕ2 are shown in blue and the input data is
shown in cyan.

We also measured the robustness of the segmentation pro-
cedure with respect to the noise in the data. We found that
for the maximum threshold error ν of 0.001 used in this case
study, patient 1 and 2 data would tolerate in the worst case
an additional 6e − 5 (6% of ν) and 3e − 5 (3% of ν) MSE
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Fig. 11: Visualization of the robot motion specification.

per segment, respectively, without changing the number of
generated segments.

C. Mining robot motion patterns

In [5], the authors describe a time-series dataset obtained
from a SONY AIBO robot – a small dog-shaped robot
mounted with a tri-axial accelerometer. In the experimental
setting, the robot walks on two different surfaces: carpet and
cement. Cemented floors being harder than carpet offer more
reactive force to the robot, resulting in clear and sharp changes
in acceleration of the robot. The time-series data corresponds
to the X-axis readings of the robot labeled according to the
surface on which it walks (i.e. cement or carpet). Each datum
had 70 time steps, and we analyzed a total of 6 traces4.

In this case study, we explore the machine interpretability of
shape expressions. We learn a specification from 30 behaviors
of robot moving on the cement surface. We set the maximum
threshold error ν to 0.5 and we infer the specification over the
finite alphabet shown in Equation 6.

A : lin(a1, b1, d1) : a1 ∈ [−0.78,−0.08]∧
b1 ∈ [1.9, 22] ∧ d1 ∈ [4, 15]

B : lin(a2, b2, d2) : a2 ∈ [−0.004, 0.08]∧
b2 ∈ [−2, 0.2] ∧ d2 ∈ [36, 53]

C : lin(a3, b3, d3) : a3 ∈ [0.002, 0.12]∧
b3 ∈ [−7.1,−0.2] ∧ d3 ∈ [21, 32]

D : lin(a4, b4, d4) : a4 ∈ [−0.2, 0.2]∧
b4 ∈ [0.3, 2.1] ∧ d4 ∈ [4, 15]

E : lin(a5, b5, d5) : a5 ∈ [0.2, 0.8]∧
b5 ∈ [−12, 0.24] ∧ d5 ∈ [2, 10]

(6)

We infer the specification ϕ3 = ((A ∪D ∪ E)∗ · (C · (A ∪
E)∗∪B)·C and we show in Figure 11 some behaviors allowed
by the specification.

The mined specification can be used to detect whether the
robot is on the cement surface. Such information could be
conceivably used by a supervisory controller for the robot that
may make different control decisions based on the surface on
which the robot walks. Figure 12 shows that the behavior
of the robot waking on the carpet and on the cement are
very similar. Specification ϕ3 is not able to discriminate
between the two surfaces due to generalization resulting from
our approach doing passive learning from positive examples
only. This type of problem can be addressed by using active
learning and introducing negative examples that would help
discriminating between the two classes of behaviors.

4The actual data was acquired from the UCR time-series repository [60].

Fig. 12: Robot data - walking on cement (grey) and carpet
(red).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced a novel procedure for mining linear shape
expressions from time series. It combines segmentation of raw
data, clustering, abstraction and passive automata learning. We
believe that the presented approach enables understanding and
explaining data and facilitates discovering interesting patterns
in time series. We implemented the algorithm in a prototype
and applied it to two case studies from medical and robotic
domains.

We plan to explore the applicability of specification mining
in explainability of black-box models, testing and anomaly
detection. In this paper, we restricted ourselves to linear shape
expressions. We plan to extend our methodology to non-linear
shapes and study the trade-off between the computational cost
and the additional explainability of the specification. We in-
vestigated a passive learning approach from positive examples.
We plan to also study active learning of shape expressions
and learning from both positive and negative examples. The
quality of the resulting specification depends on the maximum
error threshold and the number of clusters used to abstract
the traces. These two parameters are currently manually set
and require domain knowledge. We will investigate criteria
for automatically choose these parameters. In our paper, we
have shown that we can use our approach to partition similar
shapes into different classes, for instance to separate normal
from anomalous heart beats. However, our approach does
not guarantee that the intersection between the two mined
specifications is empty. We plan to study refinement-based
techniques to mine specifications that accurately characterize
specific classes of shapes.
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